In vitro reconstitution of the bacteriophage T4 clamp loader complex (gp44/62).
The clamp loader complex (CLC) of bacteriophage T4 is essential for viability and has analogs in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The gp44 and gp62 subunits of the T4 CLC, in a 4:1 ratio, tightly associate such that the two proteins co-purify. Using transformed Escherichia coli, we were able to demonstrate for the first time purification of the unique protein gp62 in the absence of gp44. We experimentally determined the isoelectric point for the individual subunits. An in vitro physical interaction could be observed between the native subunits, which resulted in a reconstituted CLC that displayed the signature pattern of the ATPase functions of native CLC. Thus we demonstrate that the CLC forms via a self-assembly pathway rather than through a translational capture mechanism.